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The effect of tin on the thermal chemistry of CH3 on Si/Cu(100) was investigated using temperature
programmed desorption (TPD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS),
low energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and high-resolution helium atom
scattering (HAS). The Si/Cu(100) substrate was prepared by exposure to silane at 420 K. The TPD results
showed that (CH3)3SiH was the dominant product desorbing from Si/Cu(100) after exposure to CH3 radical,
and that its desorption was sensitive to the concentration of Si in the outermost surface. For the silane-
saturated surface, Sisat/Cu(100), (CH3)3SiH desorbed near 500 K, while for subsaturated surfaces,
Siunsat/Cu(100), (CH3)3SiH desorbed at both 270 and 500 K. The addition of Sn to the Sisat/Cu(100) surface,
prior to CH3 exposure, led to a shift in the (CH3)3SiH desorption feature to higher temperatures. Tin addition
to Siunsat/Cu(100) surface changed the product distribution. Specifically, with Sn coadsorption levels in excess
of 0.7 ML, the dominant product is the fully methylated species, (CH3)4Si, at 430 K.

1. Introduction

The Rochow, or Direct, Synthesis, which involves the
reactions of CH3Cl on Si/Cu based surfaces, is used in industry
to produce methylchlorosilanes, which are precursors for
production of silicone materials.1 Due to the importance of the
silicone applications, the Direct Synthesis has been studied
intensively for more than half a century.2-9 The large majority
of the studies was performed under reaction conditions that are
similar to those in the production line (using fluidized bed
reactors or stirred bed reactors), and they evaluated the effects
of reaction parameters on the methylchlorosilane yield and
selectivity. The mechanism for methylchlorosilane production,
however, is still not understood on a molecular scale, in part
because of the complexity of the multicomponent catalyst. The
Direct Synthesis catalyst is predominately composed of Si/Cu,
but the material also contains promoter elements (e.g., Sn, Zn,
and Al) that are essential for the commercially viable operation
of the industrial catalyst. A substantial fraction of research in
this area has focused on empirical observations of the promoter-
induced effects on yield and selectivity of the Direct Synthesis
reaction. This approach produced an efficient industrial catalyst,
but has not yielded a detailed molecular-level understanding of
the promoters. We argue that this level of understanding is
required for modifications in the catalyst operation for future
applications.

Both the yield and selectivity of methylchlorosilane produc-
tion are affected significantly by the presence of Sn in the
industrial Si/Cu catalyst. Despite controversies, and often
contradictory results,5,10-12 arising from different impurity levels
in reactant feeds, most researchers have agreed that tin can
promote the Direct Synthesis synergistically with zinc or

aluminum. One proposed activating mechanism is that tin
facilitates methylization of surface silicon by transporting methyl
groups as tin/methyl complexes on the reacting surface.10 The
transfer of methyl from tin to silicon atoms is not unexpected
energetically, as the Si-CH3 bond strength is greater than that
of a Sn-CH3 bond.13

A less extensive body of research, using surface science
techniques in vacuum environments on polycrystalline and
single crystal Si/Cu surfaces (without promoter atoms), has also
concentrated on the Direct Synthesis. Initially, the interactions
of CH3 and/or Cl monolayers on Si/Cu surfaces were studied.14-18

The present contribution builds on these prior studies and makes
the first UHV controlled investigations of the effects of Sn on
the thermal chemistry of CH3 on Si/Cu(100). In this study, we
use a combination of TPD, XPS, ISS, LEED, AES, and HAS
to investigate the formation of Sn/Si/Cu(100) structures and to
elucidate new methylsilane desorption mechanisms in the
presence of surface bound Sn. Our results concerning the effect
of Sn on the thermal chemistry of CH3 on Si/Cu(100) start to
develop a microscopic surface picture of how Sn facilitates the
Direct Synthesis.

2. Experimental Section

Two ultrahigh vacuum experimental systems were used to
obtain the results presented in this contribution. TPD, XPS, and
ISS data were acquired in the first system, and LEED, AES,
and high-resolution HAS studies were conducted in a second
system. Both UHV chambers had base pressures below 2×
10-10 Torr.

To carry out TPD experiments, the Cu single crystal sample
was mounted on a tantalum plate, and this assembly was in
good thermal contact with a liquid nitrogen cryostat. In this
arrangement, the sample could be cooled to 100 K, and using
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resistive heating the sample temperature could be raised to 900
K, as measured with a thermocouple (K type). All TPD
experiments presented in this contribution used a heating rate
of 3 K/s. Gas species desorbing from the surface were analyzed
with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (UTI). Reference cracking
patterns of the pure di-, tri-, and tetramethylsilanes were used
for the identification of desorbing species during TPD.

XPS data were acquired with unmonochromatized Mg KR
(1253.6 eV) radiation. The pass energy of the 100 mm
hemispherical analyzer was set at 50 eV during the acquisition
of core-level data. The binding energy scale for the XPS was
calibrated against pure reference metals. The ISS was carried
out by using a 1000 eV incident He+ beam at 45° from the
surface normal. The pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer
was fixed at 75 eV for these experiments.

In the second system, the sample could be cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperatures or heated to 900 K by electron beam
bombardment. Intermediate temperatures were controlled by
radiative heating from the neighboring W filament alone. The
sample temperature was also monitored with type K thermo-
couples. Both helium atom and electron diffraction data were
taken in this chamber; this system has been described in detail
elsewhere.19 Auger measurements were taken with a PHI double
pass cylindrical mirror analyzer.

In both systems, Cu(100) crystals were cleaned by 30 min
cycles of 1500 eV Ar+ sputtering followed by 850 K annealing.
The higher sputtering voltage (1500 V) was often needed to
remove the residual surface tin atoms. After sputter cleaning,
no surface tin, oxygen, or carbon contaminants were observed,
either by XPS or by Auger spectroscopy.

The Si/Cu(100) surfaces were prepared by exposing Cu(100)
surfaces to 5% SiH4/Ar mixtures. The Cu samples were kept at
420 K during the silicon deposition to desorb surface hydrogen.
Two distinct Si/Cu surface preparations were used in the studies
(in both systems) and will be carefully distinguished, as different
desorption behavior was observed from the two Si/Cu(100)
surfaces. (i) The Si-saturated surface, which will be referred to
as the Sisat/Cu(100), was prepared by exposing the Cu samples
to more than 6 L of SiH4 (i.e., 1× 10-6 Torr × 120 s× 5%).
Previous studies of the Si-saturated Cu(100) surface have shown
that the Si coverage reaches 0.4 ML and the top layer has a
Cu2Si stoichiometry.20 (ii) For the subsaturation silicon density
films, SiH4 exposures of 5 L were used; the latter produces a
silicon coverage of 0.13 ML only. This second type of (Si
unsaturated) surface is referred to as the Siunsat/Cu(100) surface.

Comparable Sn evaporation sources were used in both
experimental systems. In the first system, Sn was deposited onto
the Cu and Si/Cu surfaces at approximately 200 K. The surface
tin coverage was calibrated relative to the saturated surface Si
coverage of 0.4 ML, using XPS and published cross sections
for Sn 3d and Si 2p core levels using Mg KR radiation as the
excitation source. In the second system, both silane adsorption
and tin deposition were first monitored in helium atom specular
reflectivity measurements, in a range of substrate temperatures.
(The specular condition uses equal incident and emerging angles,
Θi ) Θf ) 49.5°.) The Sn deposition was monitored with a
quartz microbalance. Auger spectra were also recorded after each
deposition, and ratios, between the Sn(MNN) peak at 430 eV
and the Cu(LMM) peak at 920 eV, were used for calibration
purposes.

The CH3 radicals were generated by the thermal pyrolysis of
azomethane.21 Prior studies have shown that the Si/Cu surface
was saturated with CH3 after a “5 L” exposure to azomethane.14

In this study, a “12 L” exposure was used to guarantee surface

saturation of methyl species at 173 K. Note that here the nominal
azomethane exposure is measured with a remote uncalibrated
ionization gauge measuring a total gas pressure, comprising the
desired CH3 radical, a byproduct N2, and the parent molecule
CH3NNCH3, as well as low concentrations of other possible
byproducts. The quoted exposures, therefore, can only be
relative.

3. Results

3.1. Structural Studies of Sn/Si/Cu(100). 3.1.1. Helium
Reflectivity and LEED Studies of Sn on Sisat/Cu(100).Figure
1a shows the specularly reflected helium intensity from a Sisat/
Cu(100) surface during the deposition of Sn at 173 K. The fast
decline with respect to that of the Sn-free surface is indicative
of Sn sticking and increased disorder and roughness at the
surface. The intensity recovery indicates the onset of reordering
and the optimization of a superstructure at 0.5 ML of Sn. Further
Sn deposition results in a second specular intensity drop; we
presume that the latter drop is associated with the start of
multilayer film growth. Multiple oscillations in the He intensity
have not been observed at this surface growth temperature. The
continuous curve of Figure 1a represents the He intensity during
one deposition period, and the data points represent the measured
intensities after subsequent growth periods. (Interruptions were
necessary only for monitoring of helium and LEED diffraction
intensities.) Figures 1b and c exhibit LEED patterns for the Sisat/
Cu(100) structure, before and after 0.60 ML of Sn was
deposited, at 173 K. The surface structure of Sisat/Cu(100) is
associated with a (5× 13) diffraction pattern; this is consistent
with prior studies.20 Also, the exposure of this surface, at 173
K, to 0.60 ML Sn led to a c(2× 2) structure. This experimental
observation suggests that the unusual hexagonal-like surface
symmetry, associated with the outermost surface layer of Sisat/
Cu(100), is restored to the substrate’s square symmetry with
the addition of Sn. Additional experiments showed that the c(2
× 2) pattern was attained, and islanding occurs, even at Sn
coverages as low as 0.35 ML.

Heating of the 0.6 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) surface to tempera-
tures above 375 K led to the evolution of the p(x2 × 3

Figure 1. (a) Variation of specular helium reflectivity during Sn
deposition on the Sisat/Cu(100) surface (Tx ) 173 K, Ei ) 21.7 meV).
LEED patterns measured prior to Sn deposition indicating a (5× 13)
reconstruction of the Sisat/Cu(100) surface (b), and the c(2× 2) pattern
measured after deposition of 0.6 ML Sn on the original Cu2Si Cu(100)
film (c). Incident electron energies of 90-100 eV were used. The
dashed vertical line in (a) indicates the onset of structures with the
c(2 × 2) diffraction intensities.
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x2)R45° phase. This transition is emphasized by helium
reflectivity data shown in Figure 2a that plot the helium intensity
versus surface temperature for 0.6 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100). These
data show that, as the surface temperature is raised above 400
K, there is an increased ordering of the surface layer. Figure
2b exhibits Si and Sn AES data that indicate that while the
concentration of Sn is stable throughout the 173-500 K range,
the concentration of Si shows a monotonic decrease. Some Si
does persist at 500 K, but, at 600 K, Si is essentially absent
from the Auger spectra of the near surface region.

3.1.2. Helium Reflectivity, LEED, and ISS Studies of Sn
on Siunsat/Cu(100). Figure 3a exhibits the variation of helium
reflectivity data for a Siunsat/Cu(100) surface as a function of
Sn coverage. The Sn-free surface exhibits a rather diffuse (5×
13) LEED pattern (Figure 3b). The diffuse 5× 13 pattern is
consistent with prior scanning tunneling microscopy and helium
diffraction data that show that, at these relatively low Si
coverages, the 5× 13 domains can coexist with disordered

domains that have higher Cu to Si stoichiometric ratios. As Sn
is continuously added to the surface at 173 K, to a coverage of
0.2 ML, there is a drop in the helium reflectivity intensity and
in the quality of the (5× 13) LEED pattern (not shown). This
is indicative of a decrease in surface ordering. There is a rapid
increase in the helium reflectivity intensity above a Sn coverage
of 0.3 ML, and LEED also shows the evolution of a p(x2 × 3
x2)R45° LEED pattern. Figure 3c exhibits a sharp p(x2 × 3
x2)R45° LEED pattern that was obtained at a Sn coverage of
0.6 ML. At still higher Sn coverages there is a continuous
degradation of surface order, and at a Sn coverage of 0.8 ML
(not shown) long range order is not observed in either helium
or electron diffraction.

Figure 4a exhibits helium reflectivity data for a 0.65 ML Sn/
Siunsat/Cu(100) surface, which exhibits a poor p(x2 × 3
x2)R45° LEED pattern at 173 K and much better ordering
after heating to 600 K. The reflectivity data show a rapid
intensity increase near 400 K that is sustained to a temperature
of 600 K. The symmetry of the p(x2 × 3x2)R45° LEED
pattern is maintained throughout this increase in helium reflec-
tivity intensity. Figure 4b exhibits Si and Sn AES data and
indicates that the Sn concentration is stable throughout the
annealing to 600 K. There, however, is a marked decrease in
the concentration of Si in the near surface region as the surface
is annealed to 400 K. By 410 K, there is no evidence of Si in
the near surface region in the Auger data.

Figure 5 exhibits ISS data for Cu(100) and Siunsat/Cu(100),
after 0.37 ML of Sn is deposited on Siunsat/Cu(100), and after
this Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surface is heated to 420 K momentarily
and then cooled back to 150 K. After deposition of Sn at 200
K, there is a marked decrease in both the Si and Cu ISS features.
Annealing the surface to 420 K results in an increase in the Cu
peak intensity (by more than a factor of 2) to a level similar to
that of the Siunsat/Cu(100) surface. The Si ISS feature intensity
for Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) after annealing to 420 K (Figure 5d) is
also increased, although it is still approximately 50% of that
associated with the same feature in the Siunsat/Cu(100) data
(Figure 5b). This result suggests that while Si can emerge from
under Sn to the outermost surface (during annealing), at least
some Si leaves the outermost surface during Sn deposition or
after the annealing process. This experimental observation is

Figure 2. Variation of the helium specular reflectivity (a) and
normalized AES signals of Si and Sn (b) during thermal ramping of a
0.6 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) surface. The ramp rate is of the order of 2
K/s for curve (a). The data shown in (b) are taken after successive
anneals, each for 120 s, and cooling to∼150 K. Note also that the
helium intensity is plotted on a logarithmic scale.

Figure 3. (a) He reflectivity during Sn deposition (uptake curve) on
a subsaturated Siunsat/Cu(100) surface (Θi ) 49.5°, Ei ) 21.7 meV)
and LEED patterns of the Cu(100) surface with small fractional area
covered with (5× 13) reconstructed Cu2Si patches (b), and with the
p(x2 × 3x2)R45° superstructure after deposition of 0.6 ML Sn (c).
An incident electron energy of 100 eV was used and the surface
temperature of all measurements was 173 K.

Figure 4. Variation of the specular helium intensity (a) and normalized
AES signals of Si and Sn (b), as a function of surface temperature for
the subsaturation silicon coverage surface following deposition of 0.65
ML Sn.
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consistent with the AES data (Figure 4b) that show a continuous
decrease in Si concentration as the Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surface
is heated above the 173 K deposition temperature. Arguably,
the AES data are, and should be, a little less sensitive to any
degree of Si emergence (from under Sn), as the Auger
spectroscopy intrinsically has a slightly larger sensitivity depth
than the ISS data.

3.2. Temperature Programmed Desorption Studies. 3.2.1.
Sn Deposition on the Sisat/Cu(100) Surface.Figure 6 exhibits
TPD data for CH3sat/Sn/Sisat/Cu(100). Various coverages of Sn
were deposited on Sisat/Cu(100) substrates, after which the three-
component surfaces (Sn/Sisat/Cu) were saturated with CH3
radicals. The TPD data show that (CH3)3SiH [3MS], experi-
mentally observed atm/e values of both 59 and 73, has a
temperature desorption maximum at 520 K, and it is the
dominant product desorbing from the Sn-free Sisat/Cu(100). This
(CH3)3SiH species remains the dominant desorption product with
the coadsorption of Sn, although theTmax3MS associated with
this product increases with the Sn coverage. At the highest Sn

coverage used,Tmax3MSshifted to 560 K, a 40 K increase relative
to that of the Sn-free surface.

3.2.2. Sn Deposition on Submonolayer Si/Cu(100).Figure
7 displays a TPD series for the Siunsat/Cu(100) surface, each
with an initial Si coverage of 0.13 ML. Consistent with earlier
data,14 TPD data for the Sn-free surface, with a saturation
coverage of CH3, showed two desorption peaks with temperature
maxima of 220 and 470 K. The predominant product associated
with both desorption states was (CH3)3SiH. Significant changes
in the TPD profile, however, occurred when coadsorbed Sn was
present. Perhaps most notably, as the coverage of Sn increased,
the yield of (CH3)3SiH (monitored atm/e 59) decreased and
there was a concomitant increase in the yield of tetramethyl-
silane, (CH3)4Si [4MS]. This desorbing product yielded a strong
signal at am/evalue of 73 and, as expected, it was not detected
in them/e 59 spectrum. At a Sn coverage of 0.37 ML,Tmax4MS

for (CH3)4Si was 375 K and at the highest Sn coverage
investigated (0.7 ML),Tmax4MS shifted to 420 K. The fully
methylated (CH3)4Si product accounted for∼85% of the
desorbing product at the highest Sn coverage. Also, while Sn
decreased the yield of (CH3)3SiH, there were associated shifts
of the twoTmax3MS for this product to higher temperatures.

3.2.3. TPD of (CH3)4Sn Adsorbed on Si/Cu(100).Compli-
mentary TPD results were obtained for the Si/Cu(100) surface
after the adsorption of tetramethyl tin, (CH3)4Sn. Figure 8
exhibits individual TPD spectra that were obtained after the
unsaturated and saturated Si/Cu(100) surfaces were exposed to
10 L of (CH3)4Sn. The TPD data for both surfaces are
qualitatively the same. Specifically, the predominate product
desorbing from both surfaces is (CH3)3SiH and this product is
associated withTmax3MSvalues of 230 and 460 K. The intensity
of the 460 K peak for the 0.13 ML Si/Cu(100) surface was,
however, consistently greater than the analogous peak associated
with the saturated Si/Cu(100) surface.

Figure 5. Successive He+ ISS scans, each taken at 150 K, during
production of a 0.37 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surface. (a) Cu(100); (b)
Siunsat/Cu; (c) Sn/Si/Cu; (d) after the sample was annealed to 420 K
and returned to 150 K, where the spectra was obtained. AnE0 ) 1000
eV was used to obtain these data.

Figure 6. TPD from CH3
sat/Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) as a function of surface

Sn coverage. The initial (saturated) silicon concentration was identical
for each run (0.4 ML). Them/evalue of 59 is associated with the (CH3)2-
SiH+ ion intensity andm/e 73 shows the (CH3)3Si+ ion intensity.

Figure 7. The m/e values of 59 and 73 TPD from CH3sat/Sn/Siunsat/
Cu(100) as a function of surface Sn coverage. Them/e value of 59
shows the (CH3)2SiH+ ion intensity andm/e 73 shows the (CH3)3Si+

ion intensity.
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4. Discussion

Results for this study, as well as earlier research, have shown
that the dominant desorption product during CH3-TPD, either
from Sisat/Cu(100) or from Sn-free Siunsat/Cu(100), is (CH3)3-
SiH. The TPD data presented in Figures 6-8 show that (CH3)3-
SiH desorbs in two states withTmax3MSof roughly 300 and 500
K, while only one (CH3)3SiH desorption state, at∼500 K, is
associated with Sisat/Cu(100). Our earlier STM research has
suggested that the Siunsat/Cu(100) surface is not uniform.22 The
surface contains patches of ordered 5× 13 [Cu2Si, i.e., Sisat/
Cu(100)] coexisting with disordered patches with much lower
Si concentrations. The 500 K desorption state was attributed to
the reactions of CH3 on 5 × 13 domains, and the 300 K
desorption state to the disordered domains, with lower Si
concentrations.14 The Sisat/Cu(100) surface consists entirely of
5 × 13 domains and, hence, only exhibits the high temperature
(CH3)3SiH desorption state during CH3 TPD.

Studies using coadsorbed hydrogen, on the Sn-free surfaces,
have indicated that at 500 K the rate-limiting step for (CH3)3-
SiH desorption, from Sisat/Cu regions, is that of methyl
cracking.14 The completion of the two (CH3)3SiH desorption
peaks associated with CH3/Siunsat/Cu(100) are thus believed to
be associated with the reaction and depletion of all CH3, through
subsequent desorption of (CH3)3SiH, from each of the two
distinct patches that characterize this surface. This explanation
requires that CH3 is not (highly) mobile on the Si rich regions,
since if this were the case all the CH3 would be expected to
migrate and crack or desorb as (CH3)3SiH on Cu rich regions
below 500 K (i.e., the 500 K peak would not be present).

With this aspect of the (CH3)3SiH desorption mechanism in
mind, together with the assumption that the adsorbed methyl
species does not strongly influence the Sn/Si/Cu surface
structure, we shall discuss our present data. The most significant
observation is that the addition of Sn to the Siunsat/Cu(100)
surface (at Sn coverages higher than 0.3 ML) results in a new
desorption channel (at intermediate temperatures) with the
formation of a new product, (CH3)4Si.

4.1. Sn Deposition on the Si-Saturated Cu(100) Surface.
There is a significant structural change of the Sisat/Cu(100)
surface with the addition of Sn. Specifically, starting at a Sn
coverage of 0.35 ML, there is a transition from the 5× 13,
associated with clean Sisat/Cu(100), into a c(2× 2) ternary Sn/
Si/Cu(100) phase. The CH3-TPD results suggest that this
structural change does not have an experimentally observable
effect on the product distribution. TheTmax3MS, associated with
(CH3)3SiH desorption, only shows a shift to higher temperatures
with increasing Sn coverage. At the highest Sn coverage
investigated (0.7 ML),Tmax3MShas increased by∼40 K. As the

rate-limiting step for (CH3)3SiH desorption on the Si-saturated
surface is C-H bond cleavage (on Si-saturated regions),14 it is
implied that Sn affects C-H bond breaking steps during CH3

reaction. While speculative, this contention is supported by other
studies that have shown that Sn on Pt single crystals diminishes
the extent of hydrocarbon decomposition (e.g., of methylacet-
ylene and 1,3-cyclohexadiene) to surface carbon, relative to that
on clean Pt.23-25 Thus, we propose that Sn raises the free energy
change for activation of C-H bond cleavage in coadsorbed CH3

on Si/Cu(100); this is experimentally implied from the increase
in Tmax3MSin the TPD. In this proposition we are assuming that
the structural phase (i.e., the ternary c(2× 2) or the p(x2 × 3
x2)R45° phase at higher surface temperatures) is not strongly
influencing the desorption mechanism(s). This structural issue
will be discussed further in conjunction with deposition on, and
desorption from, the Si-unsaturated surface.

4.2 Sn Deposition on Siunsat/Cu(100). The most striking
effect due to the presence of Sn, based on our experiments, is
the alteration of the product distribution derived from CH3-TPD
for the unsaturated Si/Cu(100) surface (Figure 7). In particular,
the addition of Sn on the 0.13 ML Si/Cu(100) surface results
in the desorption of (CH3)4Si (in contrast to (CH3)3SiH without
Sn) with aTmax4MSthat lies between 350 and 450 K, depending
on the Sn coverage. The composition of this peak is mostly
(>85%) (CH3)4Si, with some (CH3)3SiH also observed. At the
highest Sn coverage used (0.7 ML), the 220 and 470 K (CH3)3-
SiH desorption states are eliminated from the TPD profile. Yet,
a similar coverage of Sn on the saturated Sisat/Cu(100) surface
does not eliminate the 500 K (CH3)3SiH desorption feature.

The CH3-TPD data for Siunsat/Cu(100) show a progression in
the product desorption kinetics with Sn coverage. Both the 220
and 470 K (CH3)3SiH desorption features shift to higher
temperature as the Sn coverage is raised to a value of 0.37 ML
(Figure 7). This gradual behavior suggests a kinetic effect rather
than a gross structural change (such as the growth of a new
surface domain) in the Sn/Si/Cu(100) structure. As proposed
above, the temperature shifts are consistent with a Sn-induced
inhibition of C-H bond cleavage, both on the Sisatand the Siunsat

regions. This explanation also suggests the reason for the loss
in intensity of the∼220 K feature. If low temperature methyl
cracking is completely suppressed, as at 0.7 ML Sn, then methyl
still remains on a low Si coverage phase, and a new channel
(for tetramethylsilane desorption) can now open up at∼350 K.

At this point, we must discuss the observed surface structures,
their thermal stability, and the implications of their changes on
the evolution of desorbing products. First, note that in any TPD
scan there is only one tetramethylsilane desorption temperature,
Tmax4MS. Unlike with the Sn-free surface, there is not a second
Tmax4MS associated with desorption from a second (high Si
density) phase. In the absence of Sn, the 5× 13 and disordered
phases are believed to exist over the full TPD temperature range.
In contrast, with Sn, the observed structures must be changing
significantly with ramping temperature, as the Si Auger signal
drops rapidly before 420 K (see Figure 4). In LEED, the 0.6
ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) diffraction pattern (see Figure 3c)
indicates a p(x2 × 3x2)R45° phase throughout the tempera-
ture range. In fact, this periodicity is one that is found over this
temperature range for the bimetallic system, Sn/Cu(100), alone.
At temperatures above 450 K, this pattern is anticipated, as the
Auger indicates an absence of Si. Yet, in the temperature range
of 350-420 K, silanes are being produced, and the Auger does
show a small Si concentration. Two possibilities exist for the
Si placement within the low temperature 0.7 ML Sn/Siunsat/
Cu(100) system. Either (i) Si mixes randomly throughout a

Figure 8. TPD from Sn(CH3)4/Si/Cu(100) for the Si-saturated Cu
surface Sisat/Cu(100), and the Si-unsaturated Cu surface, Siunsat/Cu(100).
The m/e value of 59 shows the (CH3)2SiH+ ion intensity andm/e 73
shows the (CH3)3Si+ ion intensity.
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poorly ordered p(x2 × 3x2)R45° phase, or (ii) there can be
coexistence of phases, namely the p(x2 × 3x2)R45° and c(2
× 2) phases. (Note: the diffraction pattern of the former phase
contains all the spots of the latter.) In either case, at higher
temperatures, (>420 K) there should remain only one phase,
the Si-free p(x2 × 3x2)R45° phase. This is well ordered, as
indicated by the strong rise and maximization of the specular
helium intensity in Figure 4a. As Si is not present there can be
no high temperature (CH3)3SiH desorption peak, such as seen
from the 0.7 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) surface or from the high
silicon density regions in the 0-0.37 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100)
surfaces. We propose, therefore, that above 420 K, the 0.7 ML
Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surface is uniform, albeit somewhat disor-
dered. The Sn serves to suppress methyl cracking below 450
K, and tetramethylsilane is essentially the only desorption
product from this surface.

The argument just offered brings forward an important
question. Specifically, is the completion of the (CH3)4Si
desorption feature associated (a) with methyl depletion, or (b)
with surface Si depletion from the 0.7 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100)
surface? To answer this question we consider the first of two
sets of pertinent information. First, we consider the TPD spectra
for the 0.37 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surface displayed in Figure
7. These data show that the (CH3)4Si peak is observed in
conjunction with a highTmax3MS peak. The implication is that
at 500 K some high silicon density phase regions exist [e.g.,
the 5× 13, or c(2× 2)], and that methyl also remains on the
surface after completion of the (CH3)4Si peak (at∼370 K). At
this point, we can refine only our ideas about the completion
of the (CH3)4Si desorption feature; it is associated either (a)
with depletion ofmobilemethyl, or (b) with depletion of Si in
what was a low Si concentration phase.

Second, the only additional information we have (relevant
to the question above) is that (CH3)4Si does not desorb from
the 0.37 and 0.7 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) surfaces. Consider, for
example, that at 420 K both the 0.7 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) and
0.7 ML Sn/Sisat/Cu(100) surfaces show p(x2 × 3x2)R45°
LEED patterns, both contain some Si, and both still hold a finite
methyl concentration. Yet, the former surface shows (CH3)4Si
desorption and the latter only (CH3)3SiH desorption at higher
temperatures. The most obvious difference between the surfaces
is in the concentration of surface Si. One might speculate that,
at 420 K, the latter surface contains more, if not larger, domains
of the c(2 × 2) ternary Sn/Si/Cu structure. How do these
domains serve to hinder (CH3)4Si desorption? Our somewhat
speculative idea is that c(2× 2) domains act as a retainer of
methyl groups. That is, methyl cannot diffuse off these regions
to where methyl extractable silicon can be found in the
coexisting p(x2 × 3x2)R45° regions. Support for this idea
comes from the interpretation of trimethylsilane desorption from
the Sn-free, Siunsat/Cu(100) surface. In that case, it was argued
(in the beginning of section 4 above) that methyl must be
immobile on the other Si-saturated (5× 13) regions, otherwise
the higherTmax3MS peak would not be observed.

We now conclude that, on the 0.37 ML Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100)
surfaces, the completion of the (CH3)4Si desorption feature is
associated with depletion ofmobilemethyl in all regions of low
Si concentration. We now also conclude that, on the 0.7 ML
Sn/Siunsat/Cu(100) surfaces, where the surface is almost exclu-
sively all p(x2 × 3x2)R45° in character and all methyl is
mobile at 420 K, the completion of the (CH3)4Si desorption
feature is associated with depletion of all methyl species of this
surface.

Note, we have argued that completion of the (CH3)4Si
desorption feature isnot due to depletion of Si in a low Si
density phase, as any remaining methyl (on this phase) would
be prone to decomposition before 500 K. The 500 K desorption
feature would then be occurring at lower temperatures, or would
not be apparent at all, contrary to the data of the 0.37 ML Sn/
Siunsat/Cu(100) surface.

Finally, one other observation needs explanation: (CH3)4Si
desorption is pushed to higher temperatures as the Sn coverage
is raised above 0.37 ML. We speculate that while Sn is believed
to increase the net mobility of methyl groups over copper
containing surfaces, large Sn coverages may actually hinder this
diffusion process. Such coverage dependent effects were implied
in an earlier study of Sn diffusing on copper alone.26

4.3. TPD from (CH3)4Sn Adsorbed on Si/Cu(100).From
an XPS study, the amount of Sn on the surface, used for Figure
8, was 0.025 ML. This is comparable only to the lowest Sn
coverage data presented in Figure 6. In these (CH3)4Sn experi-
ments, (CH3)4Si desorption was not observed. This is fully
consistent with our observations that Sn coverages in excess of
0.3 ML are required for (CH3)4Si production (see Figure 7).
Yet, Figure 8 clearly showed that methyl groups were transferred
from the tetramethyl tin to the silicon atoms and trimethylsilane
evolved. We have argued earlier, in Section 4.2, that methyl
was not highly mobile below 500 K on the high Sisat/Cu(100)
surface. Yet, (CH3)3SiH is seen to desorb from the (CH3)4Sn/
Sisat/Cu(100) surface at temperatures as low as∼250 K. This
suggests that when (CH3)4Sn was adsorbed on the Si/Cu surface,
trimethylated species are easier to form because many of the
methyl groups are concentrated by transferal from one Sn center
to an individual Si site.

In addition to transference of the methyl groups, the observed
production of gaseous (CH3)3SiH also requires methyl cracking,
with H as an intermediate. On the Sisat/Cu surface, this rate-
limiting step, with independently deposited CH3, is assumed to
be operative at temperatures in excess of 500 K. Yet, theTmax3MS

of Figure 8 appear closer to those observed with independent
CH3 deposition on the Siunsat/Cu surface, namely∼200 K and
450 K, in Figure 7. In the latter case, H formation, methyl
cracking, is thought to be promoted by the Cu-rich regions of
the nonuniform surface. (The low temperature peak temperature
is not exactly reproduced). We have to assume that the presence
of a (CH3)4Sn species can facilitate some methyl cracking, either
at adsorption or as the surface temperature is raised to∼260
K.

The TPD data for (CH3)4Sn on the Siunsat/Cu surface also are
displayed in Figure 8. The total amount of deposited Sn was
also 0.025 ML. Now, with the Si-unsaturated Cu surface, it is
less surprising that the observedTmax3MS are∼200 K and 450
K, as they are comparable to those observed in Figure 7.
Competing effects also may be operating; the Cu-rich regions
of the nonuniform surface can promote methyl cracking, and
the local Sn atoms may be hindering the same.

5. Summary and General Comments

A study has been presented that has addressed the effects of
Sn on the structure of Si/Cu(100) and on the chemistry of CH3

on Si/Cu(100) with varying amounts of Si. LEED, HAS, ISS,
and AES were used to investigate the structural aspects of the
Sn/Si/Cu(100) surfaces. In particular, it was shown that the
addition of Sn to the Si/Cu(100) surface induced restructuring
and the formation of a new ternary SnSiCu c(2× 2) phase. In
general, the addition of Sn to the Si/Cu(100) surface promoted
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Si surface loss, either by diffusion into the bulk, or possibly by
formation of surface bound microcrystallites on the Si/Cu(100)
surface.

With regard to the effect of Sn on the chemistry of CH3 on
Si/Cu(100), there were two significant observations. First, TPD
results showed that the desorption temperature of (CH3)3SiH
increased as the Sn concentration on Sisat/Cu(100) increased.
Second, (CH3)4Si became the predominate desorbing product
at relatively high Sn concentrations on the Siunsat/Cu(100)
surface. Both of these experimental observations were explained
in terms of Sn suppressing the rate of C-H cracking in adsorbed
CH3 on different areas of the surface. These interpretations, of
the experimental results presented in this contribution, are fully
consistent with the effects of the Sn promoter in the industrial
Direct Synthesis. Specifically, studies of the Direct Synthesis
catalyst at real conditions have shown that Sn increases the
concentration of methylated (chloro) silane products during
industrial reaction conditions and that coking (through CH3

decomposition) is suppressed. We argue, based on our results,
that the experimental observed effects of Sn on the Direct
Reaction can be due to suppression of CH3 decomposition alone
on the industrial catalyst, when Sn is present.
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